
ESET Announces Integration with Arctic Wolf
to Deliver Next-Gen Detection and Response
for Businesses

DUBAI, DUBAI, UNITED ARAB

EMIRATES, May 1, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- ESET, a global

leader in next-gen digital security for

business, announced a new integration

with Arctic Wolf, a global leader in

security operations, to ensure

increased visibility and protection

against modern threats. By integrating

ESET Inspect into Arctic Wolf’s Security

Operations Platform, Arctic Wolf

customers are able to enhance their

security posture – aggregating vast amounts of data from diverse, global sources.  

“Businesses today and the channel community are demanding technology ecosystems that

simplify cybersecurity management, offer complete visibility across a variety of attack surfaces,

and bring industry leaders together under one architecture,” said Trent Matchett, Director of

Direct Channel Global Sales at ESET. “We have invested significantly in the ESET PROTECT

Platform and an open API gateway to empower an impressive catalogue of integration partners

moving forward. Arctic Wolf is one of the most trusted MDR vendors in the world, and an exciting

milestone for our integrations program.”

Arctic Wolf helps organizations end cyber risk by providing a cloud-native security operations

platform, with solutions that include Managed Detection and Response, Managed Risk, Managed

Security Awareness, and Incident Responses, each delivered through the industry-pioneering

Concierge Delivery Model. Arctic Wolf’s Concierge Delivery Model provides tailored risk

mitigation guidance and security insights based on the telemetry of the customer’s tech stack,

like ESET Inspect, to keep an organization’s environment safe.

“Arctic Wolf and ESET share the common belief that embracing openness and interoperability are

essential for helping to deliver the positive cybersecurity outcomes that organizations demand,”

said Ian McShane, VP of Managed Detection and Response at Arctic Wolf.  “The new ESET

PROTECT Platform API allows ESET Inspect data to seamlessly integrate with the Arctic Wolf

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.eset.com/me/


Platform, that when combined with the telemetry from other security tools, ensure Arctic Wolf

customers get holistic protection against an ever-evolving threat landscape.”

As a result of this integration, Arctic Wolf customers will gain access to:

Real-time Incident Response, including Post-Incident Analysis and Remediation:

ESET Inspect will enable the detection of suspicious activity on a client’s endpoint, sending alerts

to Arctic Wolf, who can then conduct a security investigation, confirming the threat and then

employing immediate response followed by an analysis of the acquired data to assess the

damage and prepare for future threats.

Regulatory Compliance:

Because clients must comply with several regulatory standards that can require detailed logs of

all activity on their endpoints, ESET Inspect will provide these logs so that Arctic Wolf can help

their customers ensure compliance.

Managed Security for Resource Constrained Organizations :

Many organizations often lack the resources to house internal security teams, so they contract

an outside partner like Arctic Wolf to assist with their cyber defenses. Thanks to ESET Inspect and

its data, Arctic Wolf customers will be better equipped to provide a high level of security to

organizations of almost any size without them having to hire and train their own security

personnel.

ESET Inspect acts as the XDR-enabling module of the ESET PROTECT platform, delivering breach

prevention, enhanced visibility and remediation. ESET Inspect is a comprehensive detection and

response with rich features such as: incident detection, incident management and response,

data collection, indicators of compromise detection, anomaly detection, behavior detection and

policy violations. 

For more information on ESET’s investment on API integrations and opportunities to partner,

visit here.

Find more information about how Arctic Wolf can help organizations end cyber risk here. 

About ESET

ESET provides cutting-edge digital security to prevent attacks before they happen. By combining

the power of AI and human expertise, ESET stays ahead of known and emerging cyber threats —

securing businesses, critical infrastructure, and individuals. Whether it’s endpoint, cloud or

mobile protection, its AI-native, cloud-first solutions and services remain highly effective and

easy to use. ESET technology includes robust detection and response, ultra-secure encryption,

https://www.eset.com/int/business/partner/integration/
https://arcticwolf.com/


and multi-factor authentication. With 24/7 real-time defense and strong local support, we keep

users safe and businesses running without interruption. An ever-evolving digital landscape

demands a progressive approach to security: ESET is committed to world-class research and

powerful threat intelligence, backed by R&D centers and a strong global partner network. For

more information, visit www.eset.com or connect with us on LinkedIn, Facebook, and X.
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